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Notes

Eternal Father bless our land
Guard us with thy mighty hand
Keep us free from evil powers

Be our light through countless hours
To our leaders, Great Defender,
Grant true wisdom from above
Justice, truth be ours forever

Jamaica, land we love
Jamaica, Jamaica, Jamaica, land we love.

Teach us true respect for all
Stir response to duty’s call

Strengthen us the weak to cherish
Give us vision lest we perish

Knowledge send us, Heavenly Father,
Grant true wisdom from above
Justice, truth be ours forever

Jamaica, land we love
Jamaica, Jamaica, Jamaica, land we love.
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SAMPLE QUERY FORM FOR STUDENTS’ GRADES

NAME OF STUDENT:

FORM:

DATE:

I wish to query my child/ward’s 20

I wish to query the grade my child/ward received for the subject

term grade for the subject                                                                  .

Name of parent/guardian: 

Signature of parent/guardian:

Signature of child/ward:

OR

Christmas Easter

Easter

Summer

Summer Examination

The grade received is                                                  which I believe to be incorrect

20in the Christmas
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1st - 6th Form Merit Record
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The Thomas Manning Merit and Demerit System is designed to encourage
our students to strive to achieve their fullest potential and display positive
 virtues while simultaneously discouraging mediocre performance and 
anti-social behaviours. 

Merits will be awarded to students who achieve or exemplify positive 
qualities while demerit points may be given to discourage negative
behaviours. These points are entered on students’ reports as well as
commented on in students’ recommendations, particularly when positive
virtues are displayed.



 Congratulations� you are now a member of the 
Manning�s School family, a community where 
everyone is equal regardless of name, race, colour, 
religion or gender.

At Manning�s School, the standards are high and 
as you venture on a path to attain your academic
goals, you are expected to do your best each and 
every day. 

We foster an evolving culture epitomizing respect 
for each other, including but not limited to respect 
for the teachers, administration and ancillary staff, 
while vowing to protect property, furniture, 
equipment and tools of the school.

 

�e Board of Management holds each student in the highest esteem and we encourage 
you to perform to the best of your ability in academics, extracurricular and curricular 
activities and to be a multifaceted student.

Collectively, we promote the spirit of learning and growing together by uniting and 
bonding together. We are committed to providing support for all stakeholders and to 
continue to improve the infrastructure and governance structure as we adapt to the 
dynamism of the external environment pivoted by the rapid changes taking place 
across the globe.

Manning's School is a noble institution that has produced professionals from all walks 
of life such as Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Nurses, Entrepreneurs, Pilots and Scientists, 
just to name a few. We are confident that you too will make a good career choice and 
will be a resounding success joining the elite group of graduates of this great 
institution.

Stay focused, stay disciplined, be truthful, be respectful, walk with dignity, pride and 
decorum and endeavor to be the best version of yourself twenty-four hours per day, 
whether at school, at home or at play.

�e Board of Management takes great pleasure in a welcoming you to the high school 
of choice in Westmoreland where many have succeeded in meeting their career goals. 
Now is your time, make the best of it, go beyond the skies and achieve greatness.
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Manning’s School

P.O. Box. 20, Savanna la mar
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 Board Chairman’s Message

Mr. Moses Chybar
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 Welcome to the Manning’s School family!

 Manning�s School has a continuing tradition of 
 excellence which you as a student can be proud 
 of. As one of the oldest high schools in Jamaica, 
 we have the distinction of being a pioneer in
 educational leadership. Our innovative spirit and
 willingness to surpass boundaries, have enabled us
 to produce and continue to produce some of the 
 nation�s most outstanding men and women who 
 have served OR are continuing to serve with 
 distinction in every sector of society, nationally 
 and internationally.

 

�e current Covid-19 pandemic continues to have an impact on the way we 
operate as an institution. We implore you to abide by the health protocols that
are outlined in this handbook and be guided by information from the Ministry 
of Health. By doing so, you will not be only protecting your own health, the
health of the Manning�s family and those you live with, but you will be 
playing your part in reducing and helping to eliminate the spread of this virus
in Jamaica.

Now that you are a part of this great institution, you are expected to work 
diligently; set  goals each term/year and aspire to achieve them. Students in 
partnership with parents are expected to add value to this noble institution 
while developing a spirit of loyalty and goodwill.

Manning�s offers the unique opportunity of obtaining the optimal blend of 
academics, co-curricular activities, sports and culture. You only need to 
immerse yourself in the life of the school to gain this educational package. 
I therefore urge you to be an active and positive team player in all areas as 
you learn and appreciate the history and culture of  Our Own Dear Manning�s 
School. Pay homage to the rich legacy handed down by our forefathers, 
leaders and community members who have contributed immensely to the
school you now hold dear. Respect the uniform you wear and hold fast to 
our motto- VITA SINE LITTERIS MORS EST ... Life Without Learning 
is Death�

Welcome to GREATNESS�

Welcome to MANNING�S SCHOOL��� 

 Mr. Steve Gordon 

Principal’s Message



Head Prefects’ Message

Epic tales of bravery, heroic feats of strength, 
legendary battles between good and evil, traditional 
folktale to last the test of time and memories to last
a lifetime,  all began 'somewhere'. �is is your high
 school experience 'somewhere'. �is is Manning's. 
Welcome to the Blueblood Family. 
Congratulations for making it here��
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�e outside world will recognize you right away as caretakers of history, seeing that our 
historic library, the �omas Manning Building, is an embodiment of such. �is is of course 
good; all beacons of excellence have their symbols. You are now a part of a long line of 
visionaries, change makers, innovators, etc.- who represent that symbol and the Manning's 
brand throughout Jamaica and the world, so we encourage you at all times to be mindful 
of this. You are now sitting at a table where greatness sat. Starting right now, everything you 
do can make the difference between harnessing the greatness that is in each and everyone 
of you or leaving it dormant.

While walking through the gates of Manning's School, you most likely experienced an 
overwhelming surge of emotions such as sadness, excitement, fear, uncertainty, among 
others. Great accomplishments like these warrant many different emotions and reactions. 
We implore you to have fun, perform well and keep adding to the legacy of greatness that 
we are known for. �is place created, creates and will create legends. �So any stars and 
everybody gets to shine (Encanto 2021).�

Always keep in mind that the future WILL come in due time and no one knows what it 
holds. Here, you are equipped with some of the best teachers, facilities and opportunities 
to ensure the brightest of futures, so take advantage of that.

As you start your high school chapter here, I urge you to welcome and embrace the changes 
as these will add to your overall growth. William Shakespeare once said, �Some are born 
great, some achieve greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them.� �e world is 
now your oyster to take your pick of whatever way you want to choose to be great.

Welcome once again to '�e Manning's School' new bluebloods. Remember � When at 
Manning's do as the bluebloods do and when  leaving  Manning's take the lessons with 
you.�
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School’s PledgeSchool’s Pledge

As a student of Manning�s School and with God asAs a student of Manning�s School and with God as
my helper, I will endeavor to press on to success.my helper, I will endeavor to press on to success.
I will cooperate with my teachers, obey the schoolI will cooperate with my teachers, obey the school
rules and do all school work assigned to me.rules and do all school work assigned to me.
I will learn and exhibit good values and attitudes.I will learn and exhibit good values and attitudes.
All this will result in my success, the satisfactionAll this will result in my success, the satisfaction
of my teachers, and the praise of my parents andof my teachers, and the praise of my parents and
the whole family.  the whole family.  

Statement of Commitment
      and Expectations
Statement of Commitment
      and Expectations

�e Board of Management, Administration, Teachers,�e Board of Management, Administration, Teachers,
Administrative and Ancillary Staff, ParentsAdministrative and Ancillary Staff, Parents
and the wider community of Manning�s Schooland the wider community of Manning�s School
hold our students in the highest esteem and encouragehold our students in the highest esteem and encourage
them to develop their innate talents, display self-respectthem to develop their innate talents, display self-respect
for others and their property and care for the physicalfor others and their property and care for the physical
environment.environment.

We are therefore committed to the mission and visionWe are therefore committed to the mission and vision
of the school.of the school.
We will do everything possible to preserve our rich We will do everything possible to preserve our rich 
legacy and maintain a disciplined learning environment.legacy and maintain a disciplined learning environment.
�us any infractions of discipline on or off the school�us any infractions of discipline on or off the school
compound which will adversely affect the health of thecompound which will adversely affect the health of the
school community will  be appropriately dealt with.  school community will  be appropriately dealt with.  
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Clubs Societiesand 

All students involved at one (1) co-curricular activity which may take the MUST be in least 

form of service clubs and societies, sporting or activities. These include:cultural 

House System

There are eight houses named in honour of former headmasters of the school. 

House members consists of Students, Teachers, Administrative and Ancillary Staff. 

The House System is not only about sporting activities but it is interwoven into other areas 

of school life. Students may contribute points to their houses based on their academic 

performance, their conduct, as well as their participation in organized competitions such as in

 culture, Spanish Quiz, Debating, Football, Cheerleading, Volleyball and others.

•  4H Club

•  Cadet Unit

•  United Nation Club

•  Debating Society

•  Environmental Club 

•  Performing Arts Society

•  Science Club

•  Tourism Action Club 

•  Manning 's Writers Club

•  Athletics

•  Leo

•  Chorale

•  Football 

•  I.S.C.F.

•  Interact Club

•  Netball

•  Spanish Club

•  Junior Achievement /
Business Society

•  Cricket

•  Girls Guides

•  Key Club

•  Math Club

•  Peer Counselling 

•  Quiz Club

•  Students' Council

•  Volleyball
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The school is managed by a Board of Management but the Principal is
responsible for the day - to - day activities. He/She is assisted by two 
Vice-Principals; one for the general operation of the school and the other
for academic related matters.

Senior Teachers play a major role in the smooth operation of the school.
These include: Grade Supervisors, Culture Agent, Book Room
Administrator, Prefect and Student Council Advisors and Head of
Department.

Each year group, First to Sixth, is supervised by a Grade Supervisor 
while the Culture Agent ensures that students develop an appreciation
for our culture. The Book Rental Administrator oversees the Book 
Rental Scheme and the  Student Council and Prefects Advisors ensure
that students receive the necessary support and guidance to function at
their optimum.

The Bursar is responsible for the finances of the school while 
the Business and Students’ Affairs Office Staff (Members of the
Administrative Staff), undertake the vital role of clerical duties
such as record keeping and preparation of documents. Administrative
and Ancillary Staff members are supervised by Vice Principal for
operations. Members of the Ancillary Staff provide a wide range
of services including canteen services, maintenance and upkeep
among others.

Administration
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N.B. Parents should make prior arrangements that will allow them to spend a part
of Report Day to interact with teachers as it is very important for them to know as 
much as they can about their children/wards academic performance and conduct.
The children of parents/guardians who fail to collect their reports on Report Day 
will be asked to remain at home until their reports have been collected
.
Parents are required to collect Summer Term reports in August at the General Office. 
Interim Reports will be given to 1st-4th Form students or parents might be asked to 
collect these.

Fifth and Sixth Formers will be given their Interim Report for the Christmas Term 
as well as their Easter Term Reports.

Please Note: At present, due to the Covid-19  pandemic, students and parents are
required to view reports online via the myschool Jamaica website.
   
                                                 Querying of Grades
If a parent/guardian or student wishes to query a grade, he/she should do so no later 
than one (1) week after receiving the report. A Query Form should be obtained from
the General Office, filled out with the required information and then returned to the
General Office. If more than one subject is being queried, EACH subject should be
submitted on a separate Query Form; eg. Two (2) subjects will require two (2) 
Query Forms.

A response in the form of a letter or another report will be given to the student in 
question if corrections/adjustments have to be made to the report or if there should 
be NO corrections/adjustments to the report.

N.B. Please see sample Query Form in the Appendix of this Handbook.

With the exception of Grades, any other issue with students' reports should be
 communicated to the Year Supervisor responsible for that particular Form.

SIXTHS FORM / CAP ENTRY CRITERIA AND PROGRAMME
Students who have done well in the CSEC examinations may apply for a space 
in Sixth Form. However, students should:
1.  Have passes in seven (7) or more subjects (CSEC Grades 1 & 2 and G.C.E 
    Grades A & B) with at least three Grade l's and three Grades 2's.
2.  Have passed at least five (5) subjects at one sitting.
3.  Have passes in English and Mathematics
4.  Not be 18 years of age before September of the year of entry.
5.  Have a proof of good disciplinary record and positive overall attitude.
6.  Select a skill from the CAP category which is mandatory

Health Protocols

1. the Manning's MUST All students entering School compound observe the
    guidelines on the sign at entrance Failure so will posted the main to do result. 
    in non-entry.

2. that each student entering compound wears a face  It is mandatory the mask. 
    This mask blend in the uniform not bear should with student's and should any 
    offensive or (Examples skulls inappropriate language include: marijuana 
    leaves,    expletives etc.)

3.  All students  MUST have their temperature checked by the person on duty as    
    soon as enter gate.they through the main 

4.  Anyone having a temperature of 38% Celsius or greater will not be admitted in   
     school will and but be isolated further processed by the nurse.

5.  After temperature is checked, hands MUST be properly washed with soap at 
    one of sanitization stations school anythe provided by the before proceeding 
    further on the school's compound.

6. Each student should take his/her own sanitizer (at least 62% alcohol-based) for
    frequent sanitizing one another after hand during movement from class to the
    bell rings.

7.  Each student should take his/her own disposable wipes to assist with the  

    sanitization of his/her various work areas.

8. At and all students wash break lunch times, MUST their hands thoroughly
    before using the bathroom before returning and after eating, after and to class.l

9. Students are encouraged to take their break,unches and beverages to limit 
    large gatherings at the canteen and  tuck shops.

10.With the classroom the full physicalexception of the setting where six feet of 
     distancing may not be feasible at all times, students are reminded that the 
     physical distance six (6) feet must be maintained times.of at all other 

11. MUST have their own books, pens, pencils, materials  All students and 
     equipment for school as shou or shared withneeded nothing be borrowed ld 
     anyone.

12. MUST dispose their the bins Students of garbage in provided and
     NOWHERE Afterwards wash their with soap.ELSE. they MUST hands 
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RE-SIT EXAMINATIONS

 

 
 

 
 

14. If a student is having a cough, sneezing, or having any  flu-like symptoms at 
      home, he/she MUST stay home and self-isolate until that student recovers.

15. If a student is having a cough, sneezing, flu like symptoms or any respiratory
      problem while at school, he/she should inform a teacher and then go
      immediately to the assigned Medical Bay for isolation by the nurse. The 
      parent/guardian will be notified.

16. If a student observes another student displaying the symptoms in number 15,
      please alert the nurse and then allow the nurse to take charge of the situation.

17. Disposables (paper towel, tissues, wet wipes, etc,) are recommended for
      persons sneezing or coughing which MUST be diposed of immediately in
      the bins provided.

18. It is recommended that students bring their medication with them to school.

19. No student should enter the staffrooms. Arrange with your teachers the best
      way to speak with them outside of class time.

20. Students MUST sanitize cover of books and their hands whenever teachers
      returned books to them.

21. If you are asked to place collected books on a desk outside the staffroom,
      sanitize your hands after doing so.

22. After school, there should be no loitering. Students MUST go straight home
      if they do not have evening classes.

23. Students who are waiting for evening classes, MUST wait either in the room
      where the class will be held or under the trees directly in front of the playfield.
      Students MUST maintain a physical distance of six (6) feet while waiting. If
      student are seen in other areas, STRONG DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS will
      be taken against you. 
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24. Students who are waiting for pick-up MUST wait at the front  of the Thomas Manning
Building and along the side opposite the front lawn.

25. No more than TWO (2) persons are allowed in the General Office at any one time.

26. Students who wish to enter the General Office are to wait in the designated area until you 
     are allowed to do so. Students will be attended to on a ‘first come, first served’ basis.

27. You are required to sanitize your hands before you enter the General Office and stand
      in the marked area.

28. Students MUST have their own pens for writing purpose before you enter the office.

29. Students should not discriminate against others and they should keep themselves abreast 
      with the most up-to-date information on Covid -19 from informed and verified sources.

30. Please note that the Guidance and Counselling Center is located in the Victor Lowe 

      Building

31. The Nurse’s Station is now located at the former Principal’s Cottage.

 
 

Electronic Devices

1.  Electronic devices MUST NOT be seen or heard during school hours. 
    ONLY -5  Form students are allowed to use electronic devices in 

th th4
    classes that are supervised by their subject teachers.

st rd
2.  1 -3  Form students are NOT ALLOWED to use electronic devices in 
    classes. 

3.  No electronic device should be used by  students for any 

     other purpose except what is mentioned above.

Breach of these guidelines will result in the following:
 a)   First Offence: Confiscation of device and a warning. Parents MUST collect 
       device on Wednesdays, 2:00-3:00 p.m. OR Fridays, 3:00-3:30 p.m. at the 
       General Office

 b)  Second Offence: Confiscation of device and detention

 c)  �ird Offence: Confiscation of device, suspension and student banned from 
     taking a device to school

rd d)  A�er 3  Offence if the student is seen with a device, he/she is liable to be taken 
      to the School Board.

  4. �e school will take no responsibility for damaged, lost or stolen devices.

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES
For Forms the school sets two examinations year one at 1- 4, internal per - the 
end of first (December) and other at end of school year (June). the term the the the 
A report for a copy given to parents and a copy placed is written both periods is ; 
on interim the term will be the student's file An report for Easter also generated . 
for Forms 1- 4

Fifth and Sixth Form students  additionreceive n Interim Report for Term 1. Ina , 
Fifth Formers will required sit a exam Second be to mock (pre-CSEC) in the 
Term Term Report will be done for this period. and an Easter Sixth Form students
will also an Easter receive Term report.

Students themselves from who absent examinations without adequate, written
explanation will graded  for the However, be ZERO particular paper. in 
mitigating proof provided  circumstances once valid of absence is students will , 
be to  the no later than TWO days allowed sit Examination (2) after the 
Examination was case of which for done. In the  illness lasts more than 
TWO DAYS, the be the particular student will given an absent for subject(s) 
that he missed./she 

All students MUST attend at least 80% of all their classes, whether physical or 
online, in  order to be allowed to sit their final examinations. ONLY in 
extenuating circumstances where there was prior communication with the
Principal will consideration  be given for a student to sit the final examination 
without completely fulfilling the above criterion.

                                                       Internal Examination Guidelines

Arrival at the Examination Room
1. to the lease minutes before Candidates are arrive at examination room at fifteen 
    the of the scheduled start examination .

2. Candidates examination their own eraser, must take to the room pens, pencils, 
    ruler, that they NEED for the Borrowing will be permitted.etc. examination. 
    Late Arrivals

1. the first 30 minutes the MAY NOT be Candidates who arrive after of exam 
    admitted examination room.to the 
2. Candidates who arrive after examination started the has WILL NOT be
    given extra time

During the Examination
1. There must be no communication between students.
2.  If candidate assistance she raise get  the needs he must hisher hand to the / /
    Invigilator's attention.
3. sides of writing  Both the paper must be used.
4. A candidate who cheats examination cancelled.WILL have his/her paper 

    Leaving the Examination Room 
1 is leave until the the time allotted . No one allowed to the room end of for the
     it imperative paper UNLESS the invigilator deems that the candidate leaves
      the room.
2. must quietly i n their ALL papers collected.Candidates remain seats until are 
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6. Academics

6.1  All prescribed classes are compulsory for all students and must be attended,
      once the child is not involved in another official school activity or is not
      under the care of the school nurse. Students must be in the area assigned
      for their class, whether the teacher is present or not.

6.2 Students must be properly prepared and equipped for all classes and must 

      do all class work, homework, tests, projects etc.

6.3 Physical Education (P.E.) classes are compulsory for forms 1- 3 and the
       correct uniform must be used for these activities.

6.4 In cases where students are engaged in online learning and are experiencing 

      technical difficulties, they should contact the systems administrator by calling 

      876-327-8779 whether at school or at home.

       Academic Policies and Programmes Home and Class Work

The School requires that all students take full responsibility for their own learning

 and that they present to their teachers, on a consistent basis, class work and

 home work that are of an acceptable standard.

 N.B. A child who is absent for more than ONE (1) week MUST report to the
 Principal.

                        Academic Performance & Grade Key

Forms 1-5

90-100 = A Outstanding           50- 56 = C Average

84- 89  = A Excellent               44- 49 = C- Below average

76- 88  = B+ Very good           38- 43 = D + Poor

64- 75  = B- Fairly good          34- 37 = D-Very Poor 

55- 59  = C+ Fair                       20- 
  1- 19

29 = 
= 

Failing 
Failing badly Form 6

91-100 = A+ Most Outstanding        41- 45 = C Average

75- 90  = A Outstanding                    36- 40 = C- Below average

70- 74  = A Excellent                        31- 35 = D+ Passing

61- 69  = B+ Very Good                   26- 30 = D Poor but passing

56- 60  = B Good                              20- 25 = D- Failing

46- 55  = C+ Fairly good                    1- 19 = Failing badly

Registration: All new students will be provided with a number of forms:

*Registration  Documents                        *Questionnaire

* School fee voucher                                 *Medical Report form

* Agreement for parents                            *Medical Consent form

The forms mentioned above should be completed and with thesubmitted 

 documents listed below:

* Immunization card

* Certified copy of Birth Certificate

* One recent passport size picture

                            FEES

SCHOOL  INSURANCE

School insurance is provided by Sagicor Insurance Company and is payable at

the school's bursar's department. All students MUST be insured and this MUST

be renewed each year. Insurance is needed in the case of accidents, as well as for 

medical attention both at school and at home

All students are expected to pay Parent Support Contribution and User fees

which cover the following:

1. PTA Fees

2. Sagicor Health Insurance

3. Identification  card

4. School pins for girls and epaulettes for boys

5. Security, maintenance and special projects

6. LT. Laboratory 

Payment  for other goods and services may become necessary from time to time.

Students are admitted mainly through the Ministry of Education’s Primary Exit

Profile (PEP) Examination. However, based on the availability of space and

individual circumstances which will be assessed by the administrators, a very

limited number of other students may be admitted 

Each student's academic standing will be continuously assessed by means of 
regular test, homework and class. Twice for the first two terms and once in 
the third term, the student’s cumulative grades will be entered on a Mark 
Sheet and will form a part of the student’s  permanent academic record.
The school has established the following academic standards:- 
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Legislation Governing Student Behaviour 
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BLOUSE: Break neck with button down front. Break must end at neck of tunic
showing one button, short sleeves turned outside about 11/4 inches and stitched
down. Effective September, 2010, the collar of the blouse worn by each year group
is different.
As shown on the diagrams the collar of the blouse has a stripe made from the tunic
material stitched onto it.

5.4  Disciplinary Report monitor poor - to generally work, conduct, attitude, 
school uniform, attendance, punctuality, etc., for a prescribed period.

      (Forms satisfactorily completed are year Supervisor or to be handed in to Vice 
      Principal or Disciplinary Committee Co-ordinator for filing.)  

5.6  School Board -The School Board has the right to deal with any matter that  any 
      comes before it as it sees fit. 

5.7  GENERAL

            •  In  to the teachers may use their reasonable, legaladdition foregoing, own 
               forms of punishment.
            •  Where reporting necessary the following is normally used: is sequence , 
               Subject Teacher Teacher - Year Head of Department- Form Supervisor I 
            • taken to Vice Principal/Principal cases   Students are only for severe or 
               prolonged problems.

            The Guidance Counsellors are here to assist with problem students. Teachers
            are encouraged to refer problem to Guidance Counsellors before the students 
            problem escalates and reaches the Vice Principals and Principal.

                                                       PROCEDURE

      DOCUMENTATION

      1. All offences along with the action taken will be documented in the book/on the
          prescribed  form provided.
      2. All remediation efforts by the Guidance Department will be documented in the
         disciplinary logbook / the prescribed form.

       DISCIPLINARY  COMMITTEE

      1. disciplinary committee will be instituted to adjudicate in cases where the A 
         administration  thinks it necessary.
      a)  At lease one member of the administration
      b)  one Senior teacher 
      c)  Dean of Discipline/Guidance
      d)  President of Students' the Council
      e)  Head Boy or Head Girl
      t)  A Police officer (Safety & Security)
      2. Before implementation the principal approve all decisions made by this should 
          committee.

5.5  

 
      

Suspension-suspension may be given by the Dean of Discipline, Principal or
his designate for any single grave violations or after repeated (violations); poor
conduct. As prescribed by The Education regulation (Ministry of Education),
Form  Teacher, Student Council, Parent/Guardian and School Board are 
informed. The child must be accompanied by parent/guardian to see the 
Principal before returning to school. On the third suspension, the student will
be referred to the School Board.  
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FIRST FORM

SECOND FORM

THIRD FORM

FOURTH FORM

FIFTH FORM

½ Inch From Edge

½ Inch Strip of Tunic
 Material (Stripe)

¼ Inch Space

 Stripe at Base 
  of the Collar

 Base of Collar

¼ Inch
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                                                    4. GENERAL

4.2 Past students or students from other schools are not allowed on the school 
      compound except to do business with the school. Our students who 
      accommodate them will be punished.

4.3 During school time, students must wear their uniform when coming on the
      compound to conduct business.

4.4 Only parents/guardian or authorized persons may be allowed to see students.
      These visitors must report to the Business and Students' Affairs Office. 
      The student in turn will be sent for.

4.5 Students must have written permission from parent/guardian indicating the
      reason/s for departure and time. The letter must be written on appropriate
      stationery, dated and signed by parent/guardian. Failure to submit a letter
      will result in the child not being permitted to leave the campus.

4.6 In the case of student being picked up by parent/guardian, the request must 
      be made at the office of the Principal or a Vice-Principal. In the case where
      the pick-up is being done by a designate, then a letter signed by the
      parent/guardian must be submitted.

4.7 A permission slip MUST BE SIGNED AND DATED by the Principal or a
      Vice-Principal. The student is required to take this to the General Office, 
      enter his/her details in the designated book and have the permit stamped.
     The permit MUST be shown to the Security Guard at the gate before leaving.

4.8 Students must NOT entertain any visitor in the vicinity of the visitor's 
      vehicle. NB: Meetings with student and visitors MUST be conducted in the 
      vicinity of the Office.

4.9 Students MUST have IDs with them at all times. IDs however, should ONLY
      be worn while at school. Each student has a responsibility to ensure that 
      he/she obtains and retains a School ID. They will be required to present
      Identification Cards at the Book Shop, Library, School Gate and during spot
      checks and for internal and external examinations.

5.0 All textbooks provided under the School's Textbook Programme should be 
      handled with the utmost care. Students will be asked to replace books that
      they have damaged. If a book is lost and is not recovered by the bookroom, 
      then the student is expected to replace that book. Students with outstanding
      books will NOT be given any rental books in the new school year until they 
      have returned all books previously received.

     FROM TIME TO TIME, OTHER RULES MAY BE INTRODUCED OR 
     EXISTING ONES MAY BE CLARIFIED. THIS SET OF RULES IS 
     THEREFORE NOT EXCLUSIVE.

 There must be strict adherence to the uniform prescribed      
i. SHOES: Solid black with heel not more than two inches. No shoes

above the ankle, rubber (plastic) shoes or sneakers.
 

    
ii. Suede shoes are allowed once they are not upper shoes (above the ankle).

No cheese bottom shoes are allowed.
  

  

iii. SOCKS: Black and navy blue without colour pattern or brand names folded
      one inch above the ankle; should not be thin or nylon ankle socks.             

              

iv.  SCHOOL PIN to be worn on left of tunic.   

GROOMING
Girls
1.  Hair must be neatly restrained at all times. Hair ornaments, such as scrunchy ' ',
   ,  side clips bubbles should be black or matching school uniform; they should 
    be small and should not exceed six pieces. Crystal bubbles and elastic bands 
    must be black only.

2.  No artificial hair of any kind or hair colouring must be worn
.
3.  No beads no bandeau no headband no showy hair ornaments are allowed., , 

SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR BOYS

    i. PANTS: Brown khaki waist pants with crease to be worn with plain black 
    belt only (No cloth rope or rubber belt), plain buckle no patterns. Pants. , : 
    MUST NOT be tight-fitting or close-fitting and should have no cuffs or splits.

ii The seam of pants MUST NOT be altered and no additional fabric should be . 

     stitched into the seam of pants.

iii The hem of pants MUST fall on top of shoes and the socks should not be
     showing

     SHIRTS: Brown khaki shirts to match pants: no pattern. The placket of khaki 
     shirt should not be double stitched and the collar should fold over.Undershirt
     must not be seen.

4.1 All students are required to use the lunch facilities provided on campus.
      Students will therefore not be allowed to go on the street for lunch, or
      order lunch from outside, neither should parents/guardians take lunch 
      to school for their children/wards.
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                           2. Banned Activities/Items

2.1 No form of weaponry must be in the possession of any student attending 

      Manning's School. This could lead to suspension or expulsion.

2.2 No CDs, radios, tapes, earphones, electronic or other games, etc. are to be 

      taken to school. These are liable for confiscation and attract a penalty upon

      their return.

2.3 No form of drugs such as cigarette, marijuana, tobacco or alcohol is to be

      used, carried or traded by any student.

2.4 Students are not allowed to engage in any form of selling on the school 

      compound, except for authorized fundraising events.

2.5 Students are not to engage in gambling, partner plans or gang activities.

 

N. B. Please see Misdemeanours and Sanctions at the end of this section.

                                3. Off Campus Behaviour

3.1 Students must maintain good behaviour off campus, in taxis, on the bus and

      on the road. They must use the road properly, and must not eat on the road.

      They must conduct themselves with decorum and respect the school with 

      dignity at all times, thus avoiding any activity which will harm the name or 

      reputation of the school or themselves.

3.1 When dismissed from school, students MUST find their way home

      as quickly as possible. Uniforms MUST be removed as early as possible

      after reaching home. Students MUST not be in the following areas, unless

       accompanied by parent or legal guardian:

      * Hendon Mall                                       * Corner Stone Mall

      * Beckford Plaza                                    *Texaco and Rubis Gas Stations

      * All game shops

3.4 If the behaviour of students off campus is deemed inappropriate, students

      will be reprimanded/disciplined in the same manner as if they were on

      campus. 

  

iv.    SHOES: Solid black. Shoes should not pass the ankles. No upper shoes,
 sneakers or rubber (plastic) shoes.

 

v.   Suede shoes are allowed once they are not upper shoes (above the ankle).
      No cheese bottom shoes are allowed.  

viii. EPAULETTES: (Available at School) to be stitched into shoulder seam 
       and bottom on shoulder towards neck. Effective September 2010, there is 
       a specific style of epaulette for each year group. 

         
 

  

N.B. BOYS  
There must be strict adherence to the uniform prescribed. 
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Boys

1.  Simple hairstyle with hair even-height all around; low cut, no hair 

    colouring or mousse

2.  Clean-shaven face: no beard, sideburns or moustache is allowed.

3.  Hair must be combed at all times.

4.  No shaving or plucking of the eyebrow.

5.  No bleaching of the skin.

6. No eyeliner should be used around the hairline.
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General 
1.  No jewellery, except a simple plain watch with bands which may be navy 

blue, black, silver and gold. Sixth Formers and Repeaters may wear their 
Manning’s School Graduating ring.  
 2. No make-up which includes lip-gloss, eyeliner or foundation. Natural looking

lip balm can be worn.
 

 

3. There should be no shaving or plucking of the eyebrows, no false eyelashes
or fashionable contact lens should be worn.

BASIC EXPECTATIONS OF OUR STUDENTS

1. Students are required to line up when moving from class to class, or one

     organized grouping if number is more than two.

2. Students are required to stand when a Teacher/ Prefect or other visitors enter

    the classroom.(Note students are expected to say the appropriate greetings as

    necessary).

3. Students when required to use corridors and stairs must keep to their left. The

    right of passage must always be given to seniors, prefects, and teachers.

4. All students are to greet fellow students and staff members as necessary.

5. Students (1st -5th) are expected to address Sixth Formers the same way they

    should address teachers.

6. All students are required to ask permission to leave or enter/re-enter a

    classroom once a teacher/perfect is present

7. After a class is dismissed students are not permitted to leave the room until 

    the teacher leaves.(As a general rule the teacher should be the last to enter.

6. Caps or head gears are NOT allowed except for medical and religious reasons.
    A letter MUST be written by parent/guardian, addressed and submitted to the
    Principal requesting this privilege.

7. Nails must be cut low and neat; no nail polish is allowed.

8. Sweaters when worn should be solid colour with no markings. Hood should
    not be used
.
9. While in uniform, on or off campus, students are NOT to wear any item not
     prescribed as being a part of their uniform.

    School bags MUST be of sober, solid colours e.g. grey, black, dark brown,
    dark blue (no neon colours) and must size appropriate(no “matey” bags or
    handbags). 

 
 

  
4. NO earring, NO tongue or nose ring should be worn.  

 
   

 

5. There should be NO bleaching of the skin and tattoos are not allowed. 
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20. At all times students must be respectful and polite to all members of staff
      (Academic, Administrative, Ancillary) and other workers on the school
      compound. Staff Members are to be addressed as “Miss” or “Sir”.Students
      are expected to follow the directive of anyone placed in authority over them
      at any time. This include School Prefects and Form Captains.

21. Chewing gum is prohibited and students should not eat or drink during class

22. Students are to have their lunches in their classrooms

23. Shouting, indecent language and other such vulgar behaviours are prohibited.

24. No student should be under the trees, loitering on the corridors or making
      purchases from the tuck shops/canteen/vendor during class time.  

Students should:
1. Stand and extend a pleasant greeting whenever teachers, school administrators
    and official visitors enter their classroom
.
2. Use Standard Jamaica English while conducting business on the campus.

3. Provide assistance to teachers and fellow students whenever the need arises.

4. Not eat food while walking on the streets.

5. Always offer a seat to the elderly first, then to any adult that is standing

6. Avoid obstructing doors, aisles, or walkways. Step aside to allow others to
   pass without being ask to do so.

7. Keep doors open, and allow the person behind you to enter before closing.

8. Offer a hand shake, or thank you to a person who has rendered service, or 
    assistance to you.    

 1. Students are expected to treat each other with respect at all times; as such, no
     student is to be taken advantage of in an way by any other student(s).

2. Students must not take upon themselves to fight other student who have 
    treated them wrongly. Such disputes must  be reported to the first available 
    teacher or prefect.

3. Physical contact such as sitting in laps, hugging, kissing or any other familiar

    behaviour of any type between students is forbidden.

4. Extortion of any kind is forbidden.    

Social Grace Practices

Relationships Between Sudents

 

      and first to leave the classroom). Students should only leave if permission
        is given by the teacher.

8.   Students are reminded that fixing attire outside of bathroom areas is strictly

     prohibited.

9.   All classes should have a duty roster posted on the top right of the white
      board in each classroom (devotion/clean-up/class organization/arrangement).

10.  Students are not to sit on the desk at any time.

11.  Students should not stand or sit in doorways or on corridors. Furniture is
       not to be taken out of classrooms.

12.  Students in each class are responsible for the areas outside their Form Room,

       (must be kept clean by them).

13.  Students are to clean up their classroom at the end of each class.

14.  It is the responsibility of the students in each class to ensure that the 

      classroom is clean and ready for teaching/learning.

15.  Students are required to be as quiet as possible whilst on campus, especially 

      when it is class time. Shouting is prohibited except in the case of 
      emergency drills.

16.  Students should NOT be in any classroom except their own unless assigned 

      or given permission by an authorized person.

17.  Students MUST stand at attention when the National Anthem/School song 
      is being played/sung; all persons in the vicinity MUST respond accordingly.

18. During School Assemblies, students are expected to be absolutely quiet and

      be respectful during devotions, the singing of the National Anthem, the 

      saying of the Pledge and the singing of the school song.

19. Students are expected to respond promptly when they are summoned to any 

      activity by the bell or by other means

 

 

 


